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About This Content

Painting becomes a little easier when you have some music to help inspire you! In Eastshade, you are a traveling painter on a
quest of discovery. Capture its world on canvas, and take in its meditative soundscape. In this original soundtrack, you’ll find all

of the sounds you know from your adventures in Eastshade.

This package includes:
22 tracks from the soundtrack for the game (MP3 and FLAC)

Tracklist
1. Cave on the Shore

2. Lyndow
3. In the Reeds

4. The First Eclipse
5. The Tiffmoor Bluffs

6. Purple Skies
7. Bloomsacs

8. Meandering Trails
9. Balloon Ride

10. Bridge to Nava
11. Tavern Tales

12. Bustling Markets
13. Dream Tea Caverns
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14. Painting Flowers
15. Walk and Reflect

16. Old Lyndow
17. Mudwillow’s Lair

18. Restless Reach
19. The Tarnished Teapot

20. Excavators
21. Architect in Exile
22. A Shadian Lullaby
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Release Date: 13 Feb, 2019
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: any

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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eastshade original soundtrack

I was only 9 years old
I loved Donald Trump
I had all the merchandise
Every night I\u2019d pray to Trump for deporting illegal immigrants
My dad would hear me and call me a racist
I knew he was just jealous of my devotion to Donald Trump
I called him a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665He slaps me and send me to bed
I\u2019m crying now and my face hurts
I feel a warmth approach me
It was Donald Trump
I\u2019m so happy
He whispers in my ear \u201cwe need to build a wall\u201d
Then he gets me out of bed and reaches in his pocket
I\u2019m ready
I open my wallet for Donald
He gives me a small loan of a million dollars
It hurts so much, but I do it for Donald
I feel my wallet tearing as he puts the money in
He roars a mighty roar as he puts the money in
My dad walks in and says \u201cwhat the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u201d
Donald Trump looks at him and says \u201cyou\u2019re fired\u201d
Trump leaves through the window
Trump is love, Trump is life. I would like to say the game is not very similar to classic survival games. Like the concept and
graphics are quite soft.
I had some difficulty until I settled the system of the village, but the post became more fluent.
Definitely can recommend it!

8\/10. If you are like me and prefer the following: first person point-and-click adventures, psychological horror, story-rich, and
atmospheric games, then this game was phenomenal. I loved walking around the creepy facility trying to unravel more and more
to the mystery. And I love that SO much of what is going on is left up to the imagination. There are no jump scares or monsters,
just creepy sounds and events (like doors suddenly being unlocked that were previously locked - um hello? is anyone there?). It's
also up to you to decide what really happened in this abandoned facility. Were the people here heroes saving the world from evil
or brainwashed and morally-corrupt objects in a much wider conspiracy?

Also, the puzzle that everyone complains about is not difficult at all. If you play games with puzzles a lot, then this puzzle was
no big thing. Not sure where everyone else found the difficulty! But I promise, it's not bad.. An okay game with retro graphics
and game play. Basic point and click. Reasonably interesting storyline.

Downsides were puzzles that I found to be illogical and puzzles you couldn't solve without backtracking a long way and playing
hunt the pixel after finding out (from a walkthrough) that you failed to pick up something critical several scenes ago (I'm
looking at you - piece of wire!).

A bit too much 'hunt the pixel' for my liking and with the game providing no hints, too many of the puzzles were just too
abstract (try combining everything with everything else regardless of how bizarre, then with every clickable object in every
scene, some of which are incredibly difficult to find, and each time have an annoying and unhelpful audio that you can't click to
skip). I ended up needing a walkthrough to get through a number of areas and I hate that (a few once you become really stuck is
okay, this was way too many and involved heaps of backtracking).

Bless those people who provided the fix for the cut scenes, without which the game would have been unplayable - why release it
on Steam if you have no intention of making it playable except for the good grace of the community helping you out? Not cool.

Personal gripe - this is a copper who is constantly complaining about his boss who then commits numerous crimes, often times
needlessly (if you're going to 'borrow' something - read steal - and have absolutely no need to keep hold of it for the rest of the
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game, why couldn't you just return it?!). That just made it really hard for me to connect with the character and given that this is
a story-based game, rather than game-play based game, it just really undercut the enjoyment for me.

In all, it was an okay point and click adventure and I did play through just to find out what happened but I'd never go back to it.
I'd only recommend this game if you really need to fill a P&C adventure hole.. For it's current price it gives a really good
experience. Some parts even challenging, maybe a bit repetitive in some cases, but with the achievements and unlockable cars,
upgrades and concept art pictures, it can keep you playing.
There are plenty of gamemodes, that you get more money for as you get further. Also you can replay any of the carreer
missions. The graphics.. well the screenshots are accurate.
Unfortunately there is no multiplayer, and the city could be a little bigger. But even like this I would recommend it.. I'm starting
to see more and more players show up which is good, I really hope this game goes a long way as it shows a lot of potential..
made some funny jokes with my friends on this game. Dynamite Jack feels like a finnish homebrew from the nineties. I wager
that this was a game that was made technology first, design later. The story is slapped on, the art direction is nonexistent, the
levels are simple and uninteresting and the game introduces pretty much all of its few features in the first couple of levels. I see
no reason to recommend nor play Dynamite Jack.
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so unique and keeps you interested, loved it <3. What can I say about The Night Christmas Ended? It's a fast-paced action
shooter, which starts off pretty slow for those who aren't familiar with the genre. As you progress however, it practically
becomes a 2D bullet-hell and I'm A-Okay with that!

You play through as the biggest goblin of all (by an inch), who basically goes around blasting ghosts and the likes. Mostly
because he can, of course. You're sent on a quest (for a hefty sum of gold in return of course,) to go and save Christmas.

The graphics are really fun in this game. I mentioned in my full review (https:\/\/geekoutsw.com\/2016\/12\/16\/video-game-
review-the-night-christmas-ended\/) that there is a graphical issue I found when an enemy dies. They leave behind some blocky
debris, which is intentional. However, this can cover up the purple "debuffs" you encounter in some levels. You can still see
them going down, so you just have to be careful.

If you're picking this game up for children and aren't fond of swearing, this might not be for you... However if you're totally
okay with swearing in your games then get this. This costs less than some pints of beer where I come from - and this lasts longer.

TL;DR: Pick this game up. It's cheap enough, it's got some silly humour and it's overall great fun. Some minor points aside,
you'll have a laugh... And the game gets pretty tricky for those who love a challenge!

As an aside, the developer really cares about this title. They've spent a lot of time chatting to me before and after I published my
review on the game. I'm definitely going to watch what they do going forward. John: You rock!. Short DLC (about 30 minutes
worth), but it's polished and for its price, it's about right.

One of the other reviews say wait for a sale, but it's $2.50, how cheap do you have to be. You're playing in VR for gods sake.
Really nice game. For those who love to listen to musik and get brain♥♥♥♥ed by light effects, this is ur game!
Keep on going nice game!. deceptively simple looking, you owe it to yourself to give it a try - the feel to the platforming is
fantastic. It is an awesome, if a bit disconnected horror game, almost feels like a demo but with future Chapters on the way I
feel it is a good start, especially for a one man dev team. I definately give it a thumbs up and worth a buy so it has a chance to
live up to it's potential.
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